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By Kameron Hurley

Angry Robot, United States, 2015. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 175 x 106 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book. Nominated for a 2015 Locus Award for Best Fantasy and the 2015 David
Gemmell Morningstar Award. A stunning epic fantasy from two-time Hugo Award winner Kameron
Hurley. On the eve of a recurring catastrophic event known to extinguish nations and reshape
continents, a troubled orphan evades death and slavery to uncover her own bloody past. while a
world goes to war with itself. In the frozen kingdom of Saiduan, invaders from another realm are
decimating whole cities, leaving behind nothing but ash and ruin. At the heart of this war lie the
pacifistic Dhai people, once enslaved by the Saiduan and now courted by their former masters to
provide aid against the encroaching enemy. Stretching from desolate tundra to steamy, semi-
tropical climes seething with sentient plant life, this is an epic tale of blood mages and mercenaries,
emperors and priestly assassins who must unite to save a world on the brink of ruin. As the dark star
of the cataclysm rises, an illegitimate ruler is tasked with holding together a country fractured by
civil war; a precocious young fighter is asked...
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ReviewsReviews

This publication will be worth purchasing. Indeed, it can be enjoy, still an interesting and amazing literature. I am just happy to inform you that this is
basically the best ebook i have got study within my own lifestyle and may be he very best ebook for ever.
-- Dr . Fur m a n Ander son Sr .-- Dr . Fur m a n Ander son Sr .

Complete guide! Its such a good go through. It is rally fascinating throgh reading period of time. Its been written in an extremely basic way and is
particularly only after i finished reading through this publication through which really changed me, change the way i really believe.
-- Mr s. Ma cy Stehr-- Mr s. Ma cy Stehr
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